Differential age-dependent associations of gray matter volume and white matter integrity with processing speed in healthy older adults
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Abstract

Slower processing speed (PS), a highly robust feature of cognitive aging, is associated with white matter (WM) deterioration and gray matter volume (GMV) loss. Traditional linear regression models assume a constant relationship between brain structure and cognition over time. To probe for variation in the association between WM and GMV and PS over time, we used a novel sparse varying coefficient model on data collected from 126 relatively healthy older adults (67 females, aged 58–85 years) evaluated with MRI and a standardized neuropsychological test-battery. We found that WM microstructural differences indexed by fractional anisotropy values in the fronto-striatal tracts (internal and external capsule) showed a stronger association with PS before the age of 70 years. Contrastingly, GMV values of the left putamen and middle occipital gyrus were more strongly correlated with PS after 70 years. Additionally, within GM and WM compartments, there was heterogeneity in the temporal sequence in which different cortical and subcortical elements were most strongly associated with PS. Together, these observations provide a more nuanced account of the relationships between different structural components of the aging brain and processing speed, a key cognitive domain affected in relatively healthy older adults.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Reduced processing speed (PS) is a highly robust feature of cognitive aging (Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja, 2003) that may underlie age-related decline in several higher order cognitive abilities (Salthouse, 1995, 2010). Tests of processing speed incorporate both elements of sensorimotor response time as well as the ability to rapidly switch between recently encountered item mappings. Reduced gray matter volume (GMV) and degraded white matter (WM) integrity have individually been shown to correlate with age-related reduction in PS (Fjell and Walhovd, 2010).

Reduced GMV could potentially contribute to slower PS by increasing noise in neuronal signals with resultant slowing of information processing. In a prior cross-sectional analysis of relatively healthy elderly participants ($N = 248$, aged 55–86 years), we found a correlation between total cerebral volume and PS. Lower GMV of the inferior frontal, superior parietal, and lingual gyri also correlated with slower PS (Chee et al., 2009). Another cross-sectional study of adults aged 19–79 years found that the particular spatial patterns of frontal and cerebellar gray and white matter were related to slower PS (Eckert et al., 2010). PS differences have also been associated with thinner medial frontal and occipito-temporal cortices (Righart et al., 2013).

White matter degradation could contribute to reduced PS in healthy aging by affecting the speed of information transfer throughout the brain (Bendlin et al., 2010; Charlton et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2011; Madden et al., 2012; O’Sullivan et al., 2001; Shenkin et al., 2005; Vernooij et al., 2009; Voineskos et al., 2012). DTI measures of WM microstructure are useful in measuring healthy and pathological aging (Fjell and Walhovd, 2010; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006). Fractional anisotropy (FA), a commonly reported diffusivity measure of WM integrity and efficiency, indexes the directional coherence of water displacement. A decrease in PS has been related to a reduction of FA mainly in the fronto-subcortical tracts including the genu of the corpus callosum (Bennett et al., 2012; Bucur et al., 2008; Haasz et al., 2013; Kennedy and Raz, 2009a; Salami et al., 2012; Zahr et al., 2009), anterior limb of internal capsule (ALIC) (Madden et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2010), external capsule (EC), superior longitudinal fasciculus, and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (Borghesani et al., 2013; Kerchner et al., 2012; Salami et al., 2012), and anterior corona radiata (ACR) (Mori et al., 2005; Wakana et al., 2004) in healthy older subjects. Based on a sample of very old adults (aged 81–103 years) assessed twice with an interval of 2.3 years, decreases in perceptual speed were associated with changes in WM integrity of the corticospinal tract over time (Lovden et al., 2014).
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These findings establish the individual contributions of GMV loss and WM integrity deterioration to reduced PS (Kennedy et al., 2009; Kennedy and Raz, 2009a; Madden et al., 2009; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000, 2005; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006). However, it remains unclear as to how they jointly contribute to PS slowing as aging progresses (Fjell and Waldhovd, 2010; Madden et al., 2009). Structural equation modeling has been applied to investigate how age and WM integrity influence cognitive performance in healthy subjects across the lifespan (Voineskos et al., 2012). Along similar lines, mediation analysis has been used to demonstrate how loss of WM integrity (FA) can mediate the relationship between age and PS (Kerchner et al., 2012). However, mediation models used in cross-sectional data may be biased (Lindenberger et al., 2011; Maxwell and Cole, 2007).

In contrast to the prevailing assumption that the contribution of a given brain structure to cognitive decline is constant over time, recent large-scale studies have identified nonlinear trajectories of age-related decreases in brain structural integrity (Ostby et al., 2009). A range of linear, quadratic, and cubic correlations between age and cortical thickness has been identified in different brain regions (Shaw et al., 2008; Sowell et al., 2003). Across the lifespan, the trajectories of GM and WM maturation and aging effects vary considerably across the cortex. Wide-spread reductions in GMV that are observed from middle age onward are preceded by changes restricted to the frontal cortex (Giorgio et al., 2010). In contrast, widespread WM microstructure changes are found from young adulthood onward, each white matter region exhibiting different linear or nonlinear lifespan trajectories (Giorgio et al., 2010; Kennedy and Raz, 2009b; Westlye et al., 2010). Indeed, initial decline in white matter integrity can begin as early as 23 years of age (Imperati et al., 2011), raising the possibility that WM degradation may exert a stronger influence on cognitive performance earlier in age than declines in GM volume.

In light of these prior findings, we examined the differential age-dependent associations of regional WM FA and GMV with PS using the sparse varying coefficient (SVC) model (Daye et al., 2012). Unlike linear models used in previous studies, the SVC model does not assume a constant association between a brain structure and PS across age, instead allowing for the association to vary with age. We hypothesized that (1) age-related reductions in the WM FA and GMV mainly within the fronto-striatal circuits and sensory cortices would be associated with slower PS and (2) the strength of the associations would not remain constant over time but instead vary with age. Specifically, based on prior evidence that WM microstructure metrics might decline earlier than GMV in aging, we expected deterioration in FA to correlate with PS earlier than GMV loss.

**Methods**

**Participants**

The participants were from the Singapore Longitudinal Aging Brain Study (Chee et al., 2009), a community-based convenience sample cohort comprising relatively healthy elderly adults. The current sample consisted of 126 participants (67 females, aged 58–85 years, all right-handed, age distribution in Supplementary Fig. 1B) who underwent both neuropsychological assessments and quality-controlled MRI and DTI scans during 2009–2010. They were of Han Chinese ethnicity and had no known active medical conditions other than treated, uncomplicated diabetes mellitus or hypertension (Table 1). They did not have any of the following: (1) a history of significant vascular events (i.e., myocardial infarction, stroke, or peripheral vascular disease); (2) a history of malignant neoplasm of any form; (3) a history of cardiac, lung, liver, or kidney failure; (4) active or inadequately treated thyroid disease; (5) active neurological or psychiatric conditions; (6) a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness; (7) a Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975) score of less than 26; or (8) a 15-point modified-Geriatric Depression Screening Scale (GDS) (Sheikh and Yesavage, 1986) score of greater than 9. The Institutional Review Board at the National University of Singapore granted approval for this study. All participants provided written informed consent prior to participation.

**Neuropsychological assessments**

Within 3 months of undergoing MR imaging, all participants underwent a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment that evaluated six cognitive domains: PS, attention, verbal memory, visuospatial memory, executive functioning, and language. To minimize the effects of language and culture, the included tests contained items that were relatively familiar to the study population (Chee et al., 2008). Here, we assessed PS using the Trail-Making Test A (Reitan and Wolfson, 1985), the Symbol–Digit Modalities Test (SDMT) (Smith, 1991), and symbol search test (Wechsler, 1997). The Trail-Making Test A recorded the time to complete the connection of 25 circles that contained numbers in an ascending order. The time in seconds was then multiplied by −1 to enable a higher score to indicate better performance. The SDMT required the participants to substitute a number for its corresponding geometric figure in both written and oral formats, with each format lasting 90 seconds. The raw score was the total number of correct answers. The symbol search test lasted for 120 seconds and required the participants to decide whether the target symbol appeared in a row of symbols. The raw score was the total number of correct answers. The raw scores of these three tests were normalized into z-scores across 126 participants. We generated one composite score for PS per participant by taking the average of the three z-scores to reduce the number of comparisons.

**Image acquisition**

MRI scans were conducted on a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Tim Trio System (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). All 126 participants had DTI acquisition using a diffusion-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (30 non-collinear diffusion gradient directions at b = 1000 seconds/mm², six volumes of b = 0 seconds/mm², TR/TE = 9600/107 ms, FOV = 256 × 256 mm², matrix = 128 × 128, 54 contiguous slices, and voxel size = 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm²). High-resolution T1-weighted structural MRI was acquired using MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo) sequence (192 continuous sagittal slices, TR/TE/TI = 2300/2.98/900 ms, flip angle = 9°, FOV = 256 × 240 mm², matrix = 256 × 256, isotropic voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm³, bandwidth = 240 Hz/pixel) for 119 participants and MEMPRAGE (multi-echo MPRAGE) (192 continuous sagittal slices, TR/TE/TI = 2530/2.98/1200 ms, flip angle = 7°, FOV = 256 × 256 mm², matrix = 256 × 256, isotropic voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm³, bandwidth = 651 Hz/pixel) for the remaining 7 participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) 69.3 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of females 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years) 11.9 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (weight kg / height m²) 23.4 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 138.2 (16.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 73.9 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Mental State Examination 28.2 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail-Making Test A (seconds) 41.6 (14.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol–Digit Modalities Test Written 44.3 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol–Digit Modalities Test Oral 51.1 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol search 27.3 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: BMI = body mass index.

Table 1

Subject characteristics (N = 126).

Age (years) 69.3 (6.5)
Number of females 67
Education (years) 11.9 (3.4)
BMI (weight kg / height m²) 23.4 (2.9)
Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 138.2 (16.9)
Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 73.9 (9.9)
Mini Mental State Examination 28.2 (1.3)
Trail-Making Test A (seconds) 41.6 (14.9)
Symbol–Digit Modalities Test Written 44.3 (10.6)
Symbol–Digit Modalities Test Oral 51.1 (10.4)
Symbol search 27.3 (8.0)
Tract-based spatial statistics: FA and processing speed

The DTI data were preprocessed using FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Following our previous approach (Cortese et al., 2013), eddy current distortion and head movement were corrected through affine registration of diffusion-weighted images to the first b = 0 volume. Data were discarded if the maximum displacement relative to the first b = 0 volume was more than 3 mm. Diffusion gradients were rotated to improve consistency with the motion parameters. FA images were created by fitting a diffusion tensor model to the diffusion data at each voxel. We then applied tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) (Smith et al., 2006) to carry out a voxel-wise analysis of FA data within each voxel. We first registered to FMRIB58_FA standard space image with 1 mm$^3$ resolution using the nonlinear registration tool FNIRT (Andersson et al., 2007). The TBSS minimizes the problem of intersubject registration by first determining a mean FA skeleton (thresholded at 0.25), representing only the center of major WM fiber tracts. Each participant’s aligned FA data were then projected onto this skeleton, resulting in subject-level skeletonized FA images.

To examine the relationship between WM FA and PS in 126 healthy older adults, we built voxel-wise general linear models (GLM) with the skeletonized WM FA images as the dependent variable, PS as the covariate of interest, and gender as the nuisance variable (Fig. 1, step 1). The WM regions where the skeletonized FA was positively correlated with PS were identified using permutation-based non-parametric testing (FSL RANDOMISE), thresholded at $p < 0.05$ with threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) correction (Smith and Nichols, 2009). Anatomical localization of the identified WM clusters was determined with reference to the Johns Hopkins University white matter atlas labels (Mori et al., 2005). The subject-level mean FA values of each identified WM tracts were computed for further statistical analyses.

Voxel-based morphometry: GMV and processing speed

We applied an optimized voxel-based morphometry (VBM) protocol (Good et al., 2001) using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). We derived the subject-level GMV probability maps from T1 structural images following our previous approach (Zhou et al., 2010), including (1) segmented individual T1-weighted images into GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF); (2) created a study-specific template using nonlinear DARTEL registration (Ashburner, 2007); (3) registered each GM/WM probability maps to the customized template in MNI space and performed tissue segmentation; (4) performed modulation by multiplying voxel values by the Jacobian determinants derived from the spatial normalization step; (5) applied smoothing on the normalized GM maps by a 10 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel. GMV of each participant was normalized (divided by total estimated intracranial volume (eTIV)) for further statistical analyses.

To examine the association between GMV and PS in 126 healthy older adults, the subject-level GMV probabilistic maps were entered into a general linear model with PS as the covariate of interest, and gender and type of T1-weighted image sequence as the nuisance covariates (Fig. 1, step 1). The GM regions where the GMV was positively correlated with PS were identified at $p < 0.001$ uncorrected with a cluster size threshold of 160 voxels. The cluster extent threshold was determined based on the expected number of voxels per cluster according to random field theory implemented in SPM (Hayasaka and Nichols, 2004). The mean volume of the identified GM regions was calculated for each participant for further statistical analyses.

Statistical analyses

From the set of brain areas derived from step 1 where the WM FA had a positive correlation with PS, we subsequently examined whether the FA and age contributed to PS independently. For each candidate brain region, we performed a hierarchical regression analysis that compared the associations of age and cluster-wise mean FA with PS across all participants (Fig. 1, step 2). Age was first entered into the model followed by FA, with gender as a nuisance variable. The changes in $R^2$ after adding FA to the model were determined, and the beta values of FA and age were compared. The same approach was used to determine whether the GMV of the identified regions (from step 1) remained a predictor of PS after accounting for age (Fig. 1, step 2). To control for the contribution of education, we repeated the above hierarchical regression analyses with years of education as a nuisance variable.

Finally, rather than assuming independent contribution of age and brain structure to PS in normal aging, we aimed to test whether and how the associations of brain structures with PS were modulated by...
To achieve this goal, we proposed using an SVC model (Daye et al., 2012) with PS as the dependent variable (Fig. 1, step 3):

\[
y_i(t_k) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} \beta_j(t_k) x_{ij}(t_k) + \epsilon_i(t_k),
\]

where \(y_i(t_k)\) was the PS score for subject \(i\) (\(i = 1, \ldots, n\)) at age \(t_k\) (\(k = 1, \ldots, K\)), \(x_{ij}(t_k)\) was the \(j^{th}\) predictor (including brain structure measures and nuisance variables, such as gender and type of T1-weighted image) of subject \(i\) at age \(t_k\), \(\beta_j(t_k)\) was the coefficient function depending on age \(t_k\) for each feature \(j\) and \(\epsilon_i(t_k)\) were the independent and identically distributed random errors at \(t_k\). We approximated each coefficient function \(\beta_j\) using linear combinations of the B-spline basis. To simultaneously achieve the regression model fitting and variable selection, we applied the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) (Tibshirani, 1996) to estimate \(\beta_j(t_k)\) by minimizing the following penalized least squares function:

\[
\frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left[ y_i(t_k) - \sum_{j=1}^{p} x_{ij}(t_k) \beta_j(t_k) \right]^2 + \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{p} \sqrt{\int \beta_j^2(t) dt},
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the sparse penalty tuning parameter, which was chosen by a five-fold cross-validation method. The LASSO algorithm performs variable selection by constraining the sum of the magnitudes of the coefficients. SVC modeling with LASSO algorithm was specifically designed for feature selection problem with small sample size (Daye et al., 2012).

Our model offers three advantages over a traditional linear regression model: (1) it does not assume that the association of a brain structure with PS remains constant over time, thus, the SVC model considers each beta coefficient (the association of brain structure with PS) as a nonlinear function of age; (2) rather than analyzing WM or GM measures in separate models, WM FA and GMV variables (the variables that exhibited significant positive correlations with PS derived from step 1) are entered as predictors in the same multivariate model; and (3) feature selection with the LASSO sparse penalty chooses the most important predictors while eliminating the contribution of the less important predictors. As a result, we built one SVC model to identify specific brain structural measures (GMV and FA) from a group of candidates identified in step 1 as key predictors of PS in a group of older adults. Gender, eTIV, and type of T1-weighted image were included as the nuisance variables. We report the brain structural measures that were selected in all 100 repetitions of SVC modeling. The resulting SVC model identified a set of critical brain structural measures (FA/GMV) that contributed to PS as a result of age. The contribution of each independent variable to PS as a function of age was indicated by a vector of non-zero beta coefficients. To assess the stability of these beta coefficients, we calculated the mean and standard error of the age-dependent coefficients estimated from 100 replicates. Moreover, to assess the specificity of SVC modeling for our data, we randomly permuted the PS scores 100 times across the subjects and repeated the SVC modeling 100 times on each of the 100 permuted data sets. In addition, we ran the SVC modeling with gender, eTIV, type of T1-weighted image, and years of education (see Supplementary Materials for more details on SVC model implementation).

To assess whether WM integrity measured by another metric mean diffusivity (MD) was also associated with PS in an age-dependent manner, we first extracted mean MD values of the WM clusters derived from step 1 where the WM FA had a positive correlation with PS. Then we repeated the SVC modeling for MD and GMV (see Supplementary Materials).

**Results**

**Associations of fractional anisotropy with processing speed**

There was a significant negative correlation between age and PS \((r = -0.53, p = 2.6 \times 10^{-10})\) (Supplementary Fig. 1A). The voxel-wise GLM (Fig. 1, step 1) revealed that the FA values in 35 WM regions were positively correlated with PS \((p < 0.05, \text{TFCE corrected})\) (Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 1), including the frontal WM (anterior corona radiata (ACR)), genu and body of the corpus callosum (CC), internal capsule, superior frontal WM (superior corona radiata (SCR)), temporal WM, splenium of the CC, and occipital WM areas. No WM cluster exhibited a negative correlation with PS. Moreover, there was a significant but weaker negative correlation between age and other four cognitive domains: executive function \((r = -0.38, p = 7.0 \times 10^{-6})\), verbal memory \((r = -0.24, p = 5.5 \times 10^{-3})\), visuospatial memory \((r = -0.239, p = 6.9 \times 10^{-3})\), and language \((r = -0.21, p = 0.02)\). The correlation

**Fig. 2.** White matter regions where fractional anisotropy (FA) exhibited a significant positive correlation with the processing speed (PS). Regions highlighted in red represent the WM clusters where FA was positively correlated with PS (thresholding at \(p < 0.05, \text{TFCE corrected})\). The regions in green represent the mean FA skeleton generated for all participants. The WM clusters whose names are highlighted in red significantly contributed to PS after accounting for age (hierarchical regression analysis). PCR = posterior corona radiate; SCR = superior corona radiate; FC = fornix/stria terminals; CC = cingulum (cingulate gyrus); GCC = genu of the corpus callosum; BCC = body of the corpus callosum; CP = cerebral peduncle; SCC = splenium of the corpus callosum; PLIC = posterior limb of the internal capsule; ACR = anterior corona radiate; EC = external capsule; RLIC = retrolenticular part of the internal capsule; ALIC = anterior limb of the internal capsule; PTR = posterior thalamic radiation (include optic radiation); SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus; r = right; and l = left.
between age and attention was not significant \( (r = -0.15, p = 0.09) \). TBSS analysis revealed that there was no WM region whose FA values had significant associations with these five cognitive domains \( (p < 0.05, \text{TFCE corrected}) \).

To determine whether FA predicts PS independent of age, we built hierarchical regression models of PS on age in each of the 35 WM tracts (Fig. 1, step 2, Supplementary Table 2). For 3 of these 35 regions, \( R^2 \) of PS significantly increased when FA was entered into the model (thresholded at \( p < 0.05 \) Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, Fig. 2, the name of tracts highlighted in red). These three regions were the left anterior limb of the internal capsule (ALIC), left retrolenticular part of the internal capsule (RLIC), and right cerebral peduncle (Supplementary Table 2). By comparing the beta coefficients of FA and age, the association of age with PS was stronger than that of the FA values in all 35 regions. When education was added into the hierarchical regression model, significant \( R^2 \) increase was found only for the left ALIC (Supplementary Table 3).

**Associations of gray matter volume with processing speed**

The voxel-wise GLM analysis of the GMV and PS (Fig. 1, step 1) yielded 7 clusters where the GMV was positively correlated with PS, including the bilateral putamen (PUT), bilateral precentral gyrus/paracentral lobule, left middle occipital gyrus (MOG), and right calcarine (CAL) (uncorrected \( p < 0.001 \) and cluster size \( > 160 \)) (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 4). There was no GM region where the GMV was negatively correlated with PS.

To determine whether GMV remained significantly associated with PS after accounting for age, we built hierarchical regression models of PS on age and the volume of each of the 7 GM regions (Fig. 1, step 2, Supplementary Table 5). For 2 of these GM regions (left MOG and right CAL), \( R^2 \) of PS increased significantly when their volume was entered into the model (thresholded at \( p < 0.05 \), Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, Fig. 3, the name of regions highlighted in blue, Supplementary Table 5) while left PUT and right precentral gyrus/paracentral lobule was significant at \( p < 0.05 \) uncorrected. By comparing the beta coefficients of GMV and age, the effect of age on PS was larger than GMV in all 7 regions. With education as additional nuisance variable in the hierarchical regression model, significant \( R^2 \) increase was observed when GMV of the same four regions was entered into the model (Supplementary Table 6).

**Age-dependent associations of FA and GMV with processing speed**

To investigate the age-dependent contributions of both WM FA and GMV on PS, we built an SVC model with PS as the dependent variable and all 35 WM ROIs and 7 GM ROIs derived from step 1 as predictors (Fig. 1, step 3). We found that the FA of 6 WM tracts (the left ALIC, left RLIC, left ACR, right SCR, left external capsule (EC), and left fornix/stria terminalis (Fx/ST)), as well as the GMV of 2 GM regions (the left PUT and left MOG), were critical predictors of PS (Fig. 4, row 1). Each brain structural measure exhibited specific age-dependent associations with PS (Fig. 4, rows 2 and 3). By examining the amplitude of the beta coefficients of FA and GMV, the left PUT (GMV), left MOG (GMV), and left ALIC (FA) had the largest associations with PS. When the years of education was added into the SVC modeling as a covariate, FA of 4 WM tracts (the left ALIC, left ACR, right SCR, and left Fx/ST), as well as the GMV of 2 GM regions (the left PUT and left MOG) and years of education were selected as critical predictors of PS (Supplementary Fig. 2). The estimated age-dependent relationships of most regions remained the same as the SVC model without education.

We applied the SVC model on 100 permuted data sets to evaluate the specificity of our results. For 50 out of the 100 permuted data sets, no variable was selected by all 100 repetitions. For each of the remaining 50 permuted data sets, the SVC model selected one variable from 44 predictors as the key predictor of PS based on 100 repetitions. However, the frequency distribution of variable selection across these 50 data sets was approximately random (Supplementary Fig. 3). The 8 selected variables based on our original data were not favored over other variables in the null distribution. This indicates that the SVC model built on the original data set had high specificity.

Importantly, we found that the associations of WM FA and GMV with PS had distinct age-related trajectories (Fig. 4). Specifically, the association of FA in the WM tracts next to the putamen (left ALIC and left EC) with PS started in the early 60s, reached a maximum in the early 70s and then decreased, while the association of the GMV of the left PUT (surrounded by the two WM tracts) only began to appear at approximately 70 years of age and continued to increase thereafter. Similarly, the association of the WM FA in the left RLIC (which links the thalamus to the visual cortex) with PS preceded the effect of GMV of the left MOG. The association of FA (in the right SCR, left ACR, and left Fx/ST) or GMV (of the left MOG) started earlier than the association within the subcortical regions (FA in the left ALIC, EC, and PLIC and GMV of the left PUT). Similar analyses on MD yielded qualitatively consistent age-related associations of WM-preceding-GMV alternations with PS (see Supplementary Materials).

**Discussion**

The present results provide new insight into age-dependent associations between various measures of brain structure/integrity and PS in relatively healthy older adults. As expected, PS was lower among older participants (Cerella and Hale, 1994; Salthouse, 2000, 2009). A traditional hierarchical regression confirmed that FA and GMV were correlated with PS, though the associations were partially accounted for by age. Instead of assuming a constant association of brain structure with PS across age, we built a novel SVC model based on both WM FA and GMV measures. The association between WM FA and PS dominated
before the age of 70 years while the GMV was more strongly associated with reduced PS after that. These findings provide support for age-dependent trajectories in associations between brain structure and PS.

**FA and GMV: Differential age-dependent associations with processing speed**

Previous studies have focused on the relationships between either diffusion characteristics or gray matter features with the aging brain, and studies evaluating their effects in combination are rare (Abe et al., 2008). Additionally, the association between brain structure and cognitive functioning may change with aging (Salthouse, 2011). Using mediation analyses, Kerchner and colleagues found that the relationship between age and reaction time might be mediated by FA (Kerchner et al., 2012). Age-related FA differences (mainly in the external capsule and body of the corpus callosum) mediated, in part, the age-related decline in PS but not that of other cognitive domains, such as episodic memory or visuospatial ability (Salami et al., 2012).

By examining region-specific GMV and WM FA together in one SVC model, we found that WM FA (left ALIC, left EC, and left RLIC) were associated with PS at an earlier age than GMV of nearby regions (left PUT and left MOG). Our findings suggest that reduced integrity of subcortical WM tracts, i.e., demyelination and axonal damage, might be associated with age-related slowing in PS, and these relationships precede those of GMV loss within the related regions. This finding is consistent with the observation that degradation of WM microstructure observed from young adulthood onward (Giorgio et al., 2010; Imperati et al., 2011; Kochunov et al., 2011; Westlye et al., 2010) largely precedes widespread changes in the GMV (from middle age onward).

The age-dependent associations of GMV and WM FA on PS exhibited cortical and subcortical heterogeneity. The association of the subcortical GMV with PS started later than the GMV of the left MOG. In contrast, the magnitude of association of the former became greater than that of the MOG after 75 years of age. This finding is consistent with the finding of greater aging-related GMV loss in the cortex than in subcortical structures (Jernigan et al., 2001; Walhovd et al., 2005, 2011). Along similar lines, subcortical tracts (left EC, ALIC, and RLIC) correlate more strongly with PS at a later age than cortical or limbic WM tracts (right SCR, left ACR, and left Fx/ST). Both the internal and external capsules are early maturing tracts that exhibit slower aging (changes in FA/year) compared with the late maturing cortical WM tracts (Kochunov et al., 2011). Previous lifespan trajectory studies have demonstrated that FA exhibits an inverted-U relationship with age. Interestingly, internal and external capsules begin to degenerate at approximately 30–34 years of age, while cortical FA values in the ACR, SCR, and Fx/ST begin to decline at approximately 23–26 years of age (Imperati et al., 2011; Lebel et al., 2012). Taken together, it appears that cortical WM tracts, including the left ACR (which links the frontal lobe to the putamen and thalamus), the right SCR (an extension of the internal capsule), and the left Fx/ST (which links the hippocampus to the hypothalamus) (Giorgio et al., 2010), might deteriorate before the subcortical external and internal capsules. These differential age-dependent structural

---

Fig. 4. The age-dependent associations of white matter (WM) fractional anisotropy (FA) and gray matter volume (GMV) with processing speed (PS) derived from a sparse varying coefficient model. Row 1: Spatial maps depict the brain regions where WM FA (red) and GMV (blue) were selected as predictors of PS. Rows 2 and 3: Solid curves represent the mean correlations of FA (red) or GMV (blue) with PS as a function of age estimated from 100 replicates. The dashed lines represent the point-wise 2* standard error of the solid curves estimated from 100 replicates. Abbreviations: SCR = superior corona radiate; Fx/ST = fornix/stria terminalis; ACR = anterior corona radiate; EC = external capsule; RLIC = retrolenticular part of the internal capsule; ALIC = anterior limb of the internal capsule; PUT = putamen; MOG = middle occipital gyrus; r = right; and l = left.
changes in cortical and subcortical regions might explain their heterogeneous associations with PS.

Associations of cortical-striatal circuits with processing speed

By allowing the association of structural integrity with PS to vary with age and simultaneously considering GMV and FA, our SVC model suggests that the GMV of the left MOG and left putamen are key age-dependent correlates of slower PS. Consistent with previous findings (Zhang et al., 2011), the association of volume loss within the visual cortex (left MOG) with slower PS suggests age-related decreases in visual processing speed. There is little doubt that the putamen is critical for motor execution and motor learning (DeLong et al., 1984; Marchand et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2003). Recent findings, however, have suggested that the putamen plays a key role in all functionally defined cortico-striatal loops (affective, cognitive, and sensorimotor) (Alexander et al., 1986; Haber, 2010). The putamen is in a position to participate in information processing within, and perhaps across, cortico-striatal loops (Ell et al., 2011). Particularly, fMRI studies have demonstrated that activations in the striatum (putamen and caudate nucleus) are uniquely associated with encoding time intervals for information processing (Rao et al., 2001; Schubotz et al., 2000). The putamen is a brain structure that shows highly consistent age-related decline in volume (Jell and Walhovd, 2010; Kalpouzos et al., 2009; Walhovd et al., 2005). This could plausibly degrade the neural representation and impair the recognition of stimuli and information integration within and across the cortico-striatal loops. For example, putamen atrophy predicted slower auditory and visual information PS using the paced auditory serial addition test and the symbol digit modality test in patients with multiple sclerosis (Batista et al., 2012).

Strikingly, one recent study has demonstrated that PS correlated strongly with the fiber connections between the putamen and the visual and lingual cortices, as well as the fiber connections between the putamen and the motor cortex in normal aging (Ystad et al., 2011). Here, we identified fronto-striatal FA as a key predictor of the age-related differences in PS. Age-related degradation in WM (e.g., demyelination or axonal loss) may affect communication between distributed GM regions within a neural network (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006). The ALIC and EC form a critical part of the fronto-striatal connections between deep GM structures and the frontal cortex. Madden and colleagues demonstrated that FA in the ALIC was a good predictor of response time in a visual target-detection task among older adults (Madden et al., 2004). Further, FA in the EC may contribute to letter digit substitution task performance (Salami et al., 2012). WM FA in the left ACR and right SCR have been associated with performance in the Trail-Making Test A among older adults (Jacobs et al., 2013). PS has been correlated with FA values in the Fr/ST to promote efficient and effective performance (Zahr et al., 2009). In sum, it appears that there is a clear association between a combination of gray matter loss (neuronal representation) and degradation of white matter integrity (communications) within cortico-striatal circuits and slower PS in relatively healthy older adults.

Conclusions and limitations

Several limitations of the current study should be acknowledged. First, this is a cross-sectional study. Therefore, the associations between brain structure and PS derived by the statistical model are simply age-dependent correlations and need to be interpreted with caution. Hierarchical regression showed that most of the structural associations with PS are not independent of age. On the other hand, whether a predictor is independent of age or not is not a critical feature for understanding the role of that predictor in the age-dependent correlations (Hayes, 2009). Such age-dependent associations between brain structure and PS remain to be tested in longitudinal data sets. Second, the age distribution of the participants was not uniform; there were a limited number of participants aged 58–59 and 80–85 years. This uneven distribution might affect the estimation accuracy in the SVC modeling at the two ends of the age spectrum. Including young and middle-aged participants in the study would have produced a more complete picture of the age-associated associations on brain structure and PS. Moreover, we employed a TBSS method to extract and project FA to a group-based WM fiber skeleton. Although TBSS partially overcomes the misalignment of FA images in a WM voxel-based analysis (VBA) (Smith et al., 2006), altered WM near the boundary of WM and GM may be less accurately captured. Similarly, the observed gray matter volume differences derived from VBM might be confounded by inaccurate tissue segmentation or registration (Kennedy et al., 2009). Fourth, when investigating the relationships between brain structural measures and cognition, one common question is whether age-related differences in individual brain regions can be interpreted independently of more global, whole-brain age effects. The traditional approach of analyzing individual regions/tracts separately did not take into account the shared variance across regions (Bennett and Madden, 2014). However, it is unlikely that our findings were the results of a non-specific global effect because the model used to predict the PS reduction considers the FA values of multiple tracts and the GMV of multiple regions, as well as the eTIV, simultaneously.

In summary, we demonstrated that the trajectories of associations between brain structure (WM FA and GMV) and PS differ: WM microstructural deterioration preceded GMV loss in spatially related regions. In addition, there is cortical–subcortical heterogeneity in the temporal sequence of associations with PS. The application of the SVC model to simultaneously model the age-dependent associations of region-specific GMV and WM FA with PS provide incremental insight into the neurobiological mechanisms underlying cognitive aging.
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